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ABSTRACT

• Human-centered computing~Ubiquitous and mobile
computing
• Applied
computing~Health
care
information systems

suffer from chronic wounds in their lifetime, which can
take from 3 weeks to 3 months to heal [14]. It is estimated
that at least 20 million people in the world have chronic
wounds, with a cost of care estimated to be at least $31
billion dollars [14]. Home Care Nurses (HCN) provide
wound care in community health centres and at patients’
homes [5]. We found that the nomadic nature of their work
required them to create and use unconventional solutions,
known as ‘workarounds’, when faced with barriers in their
use of interactive technologies. As such, here we describe
these workarounds and aim to highlight their systematic use
as feedback in the design process. We measured and
identified workarounds, analyzed their patterns, mapped the
most common patterns to design principles, and evaluated
the designs in user studies. In 3 phases of prototyping
iterations and a total of 27 sessions, with 27 HCN
participants, a low fidelity prototype for a wound care
application was refined into a high fidelity application. The
results of the data analysis and the user studies were
validated using questionnaires. This is a step closer to
homecare nurse-centred design that has not been carried out
before. The approach to analyze and use that data in design
and results presented in this study provide important
material for pervasive health technology designers and
researchers. Namely, the need for and processes through
which to observe, understand, and predict user behaviour in
healthcare settings that involve nomadic work. Ethics
approval was obtained prior to all research activities.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The increasing aging population needing homecare is
leading to additional clinical work for homecare nurses.
Wound care and documentation are substantial components
of this work required to monitor patients and make
appropriate clinical decisions. However, due to barriers in
the systems that nurses are expected to use, and context of
their activities, they create and use workarounds to get their
job done. In this study, the most common themes of
workarounds were identified and used to inform design
iterations of a wound documentation application:
SuperNurse. The exploratory and experimental design
iterations involved homecare nurses, who expressed:
curiosity, leading to further reflection; frustration, leading
to identifying problems; and surprise, leading to identifying
useful and easy to use designs. We found that nurse-centred
design, informed by workarounds, led to using mobile,
wearable, and speech recognition technology and
improving ease of use and usefulness in SuperNurse.
Author Keywords

User-centered design; home care; wearables; nursing;
workarounds; speech recognition; community health,
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ACM Classification Keywords

In recent decades the number of patient needing home
wound care has increased [5]. Nearly 2% of the population
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To improve adoption, health information technology (HIT)
design processes elicit requirements by engaging end-users
[12]. In the homecare setting, some have used general
information sessions and meetings with managers and
clinicians [15], or used interviews and focus groups [1].
User-centred methods such as participatory design are more
engaging, especially for users of pervasive health
technologies in homecare [6]. These works often focus on
users’ needs and problems, and less on their problemsolving behaviours [16]. Over time users develop
alternative paths to the same end goal when they perceive
that the technology is less useful (e.g. inaccurate data), or is

less easy to use
u (e.g. hard to remember functions) [8
8].
T
These alternatiive paths are referred to as
a workaround
ds:
""intentionally using
u
technolog
gy in ways the technology was
nnot designed fo
or, or relying on alternativess which confliict
w
with the formaal ideology of the used techn
nology” [10], to
aaccomplish thee same end goal.
g
Evidence suggests th
hat
w
workarounds are importaant user pro
oblem solvin
ng
bbehaviours [8], however theey have not been
b
elicited in
oother user-centtred approachees to HIT desiign in homecaare
[1,6,15]. There is a knowledg
ge gap in the usse of appropriaate
toools and meethods to iden
ntify workaro
ounds, and th
he
cconceptual link
ks for mappin
ng them to deesign principles
[16]. In health informatics, tools
t
and meth
hods to identify
w
workarounds arre have been studied
s
[8] as workarounds
w
are
a
sseen only as in
nappropriate system use. Intteractive system
ddesign research
h elicits behav
viours similar to workaround
ds
ssuch as approprriation [3], mo
obility work [4]], and deviation
ns
ffrom Standard Operation Procedures [13], in
i the acute caare
aand non-nomad
dic setting. Other
O
work hass acknowledgeed
thhe complexitties specific to nomadic work [18
8],
hhighlighting thaat researchers and
a designers should expect to
ssee workaroun
nds in the ado
option phase [16]. Especiallly
ssince pervasiv
ve health technologies
t
are prone to
aappropriation, adaptation,
a
and
d other similar user behaviou
urs
[3,4,13]. The work presen
nted here ex
xtends previou
us
rresearch by ussing the tools and methodss developed for
f
eethnographic studies
s
and measurement
m
of
o workaround
ds
[8,11] in a new setting. Furthermore,
F
the
t
user-centreed
ddesign approacch in this worrk elicits not only the userrs’
ffunctional and data requirem
ments [1,6,15], but also theeir
pproblem solving behaviours (i.e. workaroun
nds).
H
HOMECARE NURSES’
N
WOU
UND CARE AC
CTIVITIES

IIn the ethnograaphic fieldwork
k that preceded this study [2
2],
w
we observed HCNs
H
in Vanco
ouver, Canadaa (n=36) for 12
20
hhours. The observations hig
ghlighted the complexity
c
of a
H
HCN’s role. Especially rellated to wou
und care whicch
inncluded multip
ple types of wounds
w
with vaarying stages of
sseverity and heealing. Wound
d treatment inv
volved selectin
ng
ffrom 120 medical
m
produ
ucts, and do
ocumenting 25
2
ccharacteristics of wounds (e.g.
(
wound etiology,
e
woun
nd
m
measurements, exudate, wo
ound bed, perri-wound skin
n).
H
HCNs drove or
o walked to th
he homes of multiple
m
patien
nts
eeach day, wh
hich required planning an
nd coordinatin
ng
aappointments that
t
may chan
nge unpredictaably throughout
thhe day. HCNs are expected to
t use a wound
d documentatio
on
ssystem to chart
c
patientt data, and communicaate
aasynchronously
y with other cliinicians in theiir unit (figure 1).
1
U
Usage varies across differeent health units, and on an
a
inndividual leveel as well. The
T
regional health
h
authority
pprovides nurses with laptopss, digital cameeras, and a US
SB
ddongle for inteernet connectio
on on cell pho
one networks. In
I
thhe intended im
mplementation,, nurses were expected
e
to tak
ke
thhis equipmentt with them to
o home visits, and to use th
he
w
wound documeentation system
m in patients’ homes. Howeveer,
thhis usage has not been well adopted. Nursses will take th
he
ccamera with th
hem on patien
nt home visitts, leaving theeir

laptop s at the office. Creation andd use of workaarounds are
prevaleent, which points to pproblems witth nurses’
satisfaaction and theiir intention to use the technology they
are proovided with [166].

Figurre 1. The wound
d profile in the ssystem used by homecare
nursses (1=patient p
profile, 2=wound profile, 3=asssessment,
4=ttreatment, 5= summary, 6=pattient viewer, 7=
=patient
adm
ministration, 8=
=educational maaterial, 9=reporrts) [21].
BARR
RIERS TO WOR
RK LEAD TO W
WORKAROUN
NDS

A com
mmon perspecttive suggests tthat barriers too work are
the priimary causes of workaroundds [11]. Barrieers include
designn flaws, compponent failurees, and inability of the
system
m to address thhe problem or task at hand, and design
limits or constraints that block thee path to the uusers’ goals
[11]. W
We found thatt workarounds occur when H
HCNs face
barrierrs in finding a fit between what theyy need to
accom
mplish and ressources that vvary in availabbility (e.g.
time, people, technoology, and eqquipment). Thhis impacts
their ssatisfaction witth the technology and eventtually their
intentiion to use or w
work around thaat technology [12].
A studdy that developped and validaated a measure of nursing
workarrounds identiified underlying cognitive processes
relatinng to nurses’ perceived usefuulness (of a tassk) and the
associaated perceiveed ease of uuse (of folloowing the
proceddure) [11] – cooncepts consisstent with the ttechnology
accepttance model (T
TAM) [12]. Givven the empiriccal support
for thee consistent reelationships beetween workarrounds and
TAM [12], and the validated toolls that accomppany TAM,
this thheoretical moddel was deemeed a suitable fit for the
purposse of this studdy. This studyy uses two connstructs of
TAM [12], perceivedd ease of use aand perceived uusefulness,
to meaasure characteeristics and iddentify workarrounds that
nursess are creating aand using in hoomecare. Thesee measures
were ddeveloped andd validated inn a study in acute care
settinggs [11]. Perceivved usefulness is defined as ""the degree
to whiich a person bbelieves that uusing a particuular system
would enhance his oor her job perfo
formance”; andd perceived
ease oof use is definned as “the deegree to whichh a person
believees that using a particular ssystem would be free of
effort”
” [11,12]. At the conclusion of the ethhnographic
fieldw
work, we conduucted a survey [[11] with end-uuser HCNs
and foound that usefuulness and easee of use from TAM [12]
can bee used to conceeptualize a mappping from thee identified
workarrounds to design princciples for a wound
docum
mentation appliccation.

HOW TO USE WORKAROUNDS IN DESIGN

Workarounds are valuable user feedback that are created
and used by HCNs to solve problems. Articulation of
workarounds as feedback in the design process can lead to
solutions inspired by the problem solving strategies of the
users. During the observations, event logs and field notes
were recorded to identify the types of workarounds used by
HCNs. The field notes were coded topically based on initial
codes adapted from literature [8,11]. A code was assigned
to each instance of workaround. Based on the identified
instances of the codes, the frequencies of workarounds
were calculated. In the next step, themes of workarounds
were identified by analyzing the most frequent
workarounds. The most common themes, extracted from
464 instances of workarounds, were organized into seven
groups of workarounds (see table 1). Team consensus was
used to agree upon the results.
HCNs often review their patients' records in the morning
before they start their visits and they take notes of items
that they need to do or remember during the visits. They
might leave to-do lists or reminders for other HCNs who
will visit the patient in the future. They are communicating
this information to ensure that, despite potential barriers,
the HCN visiting next would not have to use a workaround
to access that information. HCNs are aware that the data
residing in the electronic records might not be enough to
convey the full “story” of the patient; hence they go to
great lengths to ensure that the full story is known. Once
the full story is known HCNs will have less need for
workarounds.
If an HCN does not review the patient record before the
visit, s/he might not anticipate some of the activities
planned for that visit. Once the HCN realizes that they
needed something else, a workaround was to write in
retrospect on the patient's file, or in their electronic record
to carry out the remaining activities in future visits. This
prevents any risks due to the missed activity. In work
settings where resources are scarce, the HCNs will have to
appropriate the available resources to them in order to get
their job done. This is a common occurrence in homecare
practice. The proactive nature of nursing practice requires
HCNs to ensure reliability of information regardless of
barriers. The outcome of the work and the workaround are
the same, the process used is different from what is
intended for the system.
The categories identified in the ethnographic fieldwork
were validated with 58 completed questionnaires by HCNs.
Using a 5-point Likert scale (1= strongly disagree, 3 =
neutral, and 5 = strongly agree), we confirmed that these
themes are used by the HCNs and they are common in
homecare (see table 2). HCNs were provided with the name
and definition of each group of workarounds, as well a
rationale and examples. The two questions for each group
were: Q1: I have used <insert subcategory> when problems
with technology, equipment, rules/policies, people and

work processes prevent me from completing my activity;
Q2: <insert subcategory> are common in homecare.
Pre-emptive information use (n=98, 21%)
Description: when a nurse provides cues (e.g. verbal, in
writing, use of specific clinical supplies, data entry),
informing the need to complete certain activities and
preempt or reduce occurrence of future workarounds.
Example: A nurse says that based on the electronic
records of a patient she creates a paper cheat sheet as
reminder for when she visits the patient.
Preventive information use (n=31, 7%)
Description: when a nurse provides cues (e.g. verbal, in
writing, use of specific care supplies, data entry) informing
the occurrence of barriers to activities, their workarounds,
and the need to prevent risks associated with those
workarounds.
Example: changing the care plan and confirming with the
wound clinician at later times.
Appropriative system use (n=35, 8%)
Description: when a nurse uses a system to complete
activities in which the available system is not intended for
completion of those activities.
Example: use of the wound photo component to document
use of care supplies.
Appropriative resource use (n=38, 8%)
Description: when a nurse uses resources to complete
activities that the resources are not intended for
completion for those activities.
Example: a nurse uses her personal smart phone to take
photos of wounds.
Adaptive system use (n=65, 14%)
Description: when a nurse uses a system for the intended
activities but in unintended ways to complete those
activities.
Example: a nurse says they might chart some information
in multiple places so it cannot be missed.
Adaptive resource use (n=38, 8%)
Description: when a nurse uses resources for the intended
activities but in unintended ways to complete those
activities.
Examples: a nurse leaves extra supplies with the patient,
or in her car.
Parallel system use (n=159, 34%)
Description: when a nurse uses more than one system for
the same intended activities for those systems, and in the
intended ways for those systems, to complete the same
activities.
Example: a nurse looks at the sticky note on the cover of
the patient’s paper record with the summary care plan on it
and packs care supplies (parallel paper system).
Table 1. Definitions and examples of the identified groups of
workarounds.

Next, we used measures developed and validated for
healthcare applications of the TAM [12] to identify which
themes are more likely related to dimensions of usefulness
and ease of use.

Pre-emptive in
nf. Preventive inf. Parallel sy
ystem
use
use
use
Q
Q1, Mean (sd) 4.40 (0.9)
3.48 (1.27)
4.21 (1.07)
Q
Q2, Mean (sd) 4.53 (0.63)
3.66 (1.19)
4.37 (0.92)

Approprriative
system uuse
3.65 (1.22)
3.82 (1.009)

Approppriative
resource use
3.48 (1..33)
3.45 (1..49)

Adaptiive
system
m use
3.77 (11.28)
3.82 (11.27)

Adapttive
resourrce use
4.23 (00.91)
4.26 (00.92)

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the validation questio
onnaire for worrkaround subcaategories (sd= Standard Deviattion)

T
The usefulnesss measures were for effectiv
veness, accuraccy,
ccontrol over work,
w
productivity, and th
he ease of use
u
m
measure were for mental efffort and physiical effort. Then
ddesign principlles within those dimensionss were extracted
ffrom the literatture for the maapping of work
karounds to neew
aand contextualiized design prrinciples. Somee of the mapped
ddesign princip
ples were foccused on asp
pects related to
uusefulness such
h as: support for timeliness, chronologiccal
rreport of eventts, longitudinall format of datta, completeneess
((assessments, tests,
t
supplies, treatments, procedures, an
nd
ssources of this information), comprehensiveeness (accordin
ng
too different phaases of the nurrsing process), corresponden
nce
bbetween data and
a reality (pro
ompts to reevalluate patient an
nd
trreatments), ass well more in
ndividualized and/or accuraate
ccare planning. Others were fo
ocused on easee of use such as:
a
ssupport visibiliity of system status (make ch
hanges visible so
nnurses would not have to document
d
in multiple
m
placess),
bbetter control the current sttatus of the document with a
ddashboard for summary, siimplify data entry
e
with prreaanalyzed and prepared answ
wers, and thee system shou
uld
eeasily view in
nformation stru
ucture without memorizatio
on.
U
Using explorattory and expeerimental proto
otyping sessions
[9], we evalu
uated these design featurres. Througho
out
eexploratory prrototyping, a low fidelity prototype was
w
rrefined to get a set of featurees for a mid-fid
delity prototyp
pe.
D
During experiimental protottyping, an op
perational miidffidelity prototy
ype was refined
d to get a set of features forr a
hhigh fidelity prototype.
T
THE MAPPED
D AND THE
E EMERGENT DESIGN IN
E
EXPLORATOR
RY PROTOTYP
PING

U
User engagem
ment and on-tthe-fly modiffications of th
he
ddesigned featurres characterized the exploraatory prototypin
ng
((phase 1) phasse of this study
y. As the nam
me suggests, th
his
tyype of prototy
yping is best for exploring different desig
gn
ooptions rapidly
y and is informaal by nature [9
9]. Individual 30m
minute, semi-sstructured prototyping sessio
ons were carried
oout with HCNss, to explore existing
e
and deesirable featurees,
iddentify techno
ology requirem
ments, and evaaluate the initiial
ffeatures of a mobile
m
wound documentation
d
application. Th
he
aapplication wass named SuperrNurse, inspireed by a commo
on
ssentiment amo
ong HCNs thaat often they are
a asked to be
b
““super nurses”, just as the prototype desig
gn was informed
bby their creativ
ve solutions (wo
orkarounds).
T
Three key stepss made up this phase: 1) funcctional selectio
on,
22) construction, and 3) evaluation. Du
uring function
nal
sselection, the relevant
r
work tasks that can
n serve as mod
del
ccases for demo
onstration werre identified, with
w the help of
cclinical expertss. Construction
n involved thee active creatio
on
aand modificatio
on of the prottotype and evaaluation focused
oon assessing the usefulness an
nd ease of use.

Materi al and Method
d for Phase 1

A totall of 15 HCNs pparticipated inn this phase. Thhe sessions
were hheld in locall Canadian community health units.
Duringg the sessions,, a low-fidelityy prototype (i..e. printout
of a uuser interface) was presenteed to the HCN
N. A basic
scenariio (wound asssessment for a homecare paatient) was
then prresented, alongg with accompanying tasks thhat were to
be com
mpleted with tthe help of thee low fidelity prototype.
HCNs were providedd materials, suuch as pens, maarkers, and
post-itss to modify thhe prototype annd make it moore easy to
use andd useful, as theey saw fit.
After tthe scenario ennded, a semi-structured inteerview was
conduccted, where thee researcher assked the HCNss to express
their oopinions aboutt: 1) the type of hardware tthat would
best capture wouund documentation usingg speech
recognnition, 2) the loocation where documentationn would be
captureed (e.g. in the ppatient’s homee, the nurses’ car, etc.), 3)
how thhe information would be displayed, andd 4) what
additioonal characteriistics or featuures would conntribute to
perceivved ease of usee and usefulnesss in the protottype.
The Ma
apped Design
n

The maain features disscussed duringg the prototypinng sessions
were ddaily patients sschedule and ssummary, patieent contact
inform
mation, wound pphoto capture using a wearabble camera
and sp eech recognitioon, patient datta flow sheet, w
wound care
plan, pprogress note, aand a supply liist. The wearabble camera
was ann alternative too the existing system in usee by HCNs
that reequired them too carry a digittal camera. HC
CNs stated
that thee current digitaal camera incrreased physicall effort and
decrea se effectivenesss. For example, an HCN desscribed that
in diffi
ficult wound bandaging and environmentall situations
they w
wear a headlam
mp for better lighting to provvide wound
care, aand they prefeerred a wearaable camera m
mounted on
their heead or on theirr arm.

Figgure 2. Explorattory prototypin
ng session (left), patient
assessm
ments entries (m
middle), patien
nt assessment paage (right).

Speechh recognition w
was discussedd as a possiblee feature to
be useed to documennt wound carre in some sittuations to
capturee wound dim
mensions and to take photoos using a

The nurses expressed that they use workarounds such as
sticky notes to obtain or record information without
worrying about the professional documentation required in
the legal chart. During the ethnographic observations some
HCNs noted that writing specific clinical terminology
reflects their level of expertise and is in alignment with
their professional image. The sticky multimedia enables
recording audio or taking photos to quickly collect patient
information similar to how nurses use sticky notes as
workarounds. The temporary and disposable nature of this
feature appeals to nurses who feel the existing system does
not support information that changes frequently.
Low Fidelity Prototype Evaluation

The audio-recorded sessions were analyzed and coded with
the aim of identifying when and which prototype features
received more feedback, as well as noting nurses’ reactions
and responses to those features. After transcription, two
researchers (CR, LB) coded instances of user feedback
during the sessions and a third researcher reviewed the
coding (DA). The most common topical codes were based
on dimensions of usefulness, such as time needed to chart
(timeliness) and corresponding data and reality (accuracy)
[20], dimensions of ease of use such as ability to find and
remember functions (view structure) [19], and dimensions
of task-technology fit such as corresponding task
characteristics and system usage (flexibility to fit
workflow) [17]. The features mentioned in phase 1 were
then ranked according to the amount of feedback received
from nurses (see figure 3). The top ranked features made up
a refined list to evaluate in the experimental prototyping
(phases 2 and 3), and described in the next section.

Wound assessment page

10

Supply list
Flexibility
to fit
workflow

0
View
structure

During the sessions, some features surfaced that were not in
the initial design but organically evolved into new features,
such as “sticky multimedia”. Sticky multimedia was
envisioned as disposable or temporary photos, text notes, or
audio recordings that were not captured for the purpose of
documentation, but instead used to collect information, in
real time, to be used later, sometimes after reflection, in
comprehensive clinical documentation. They are temporary
in nature and used as non-legal reference facilitating the
ability to review and complete the patients’ records at later
time. This concept was inspired by the paper system
workaround which often involved use of disposable paper
to collect information for later use. Further exploration of
this concept with subsequent participants led to delineation
of what this feature would look like. Namely, that it should
support various multimedia options and have
‘temporariness’ as an important feature (i.e. not part of the
legal charting, but used as a reminder to support accurate
charting at a later time).

Summary page

20

Accuracy

The Emergent Design

30

Timeliness

wearable camera. By the end of phase 1, 3 major refinement
cycles were carried out, which involved the patient
assessment page and entries, and the supply list. Figure 2
illustrates the setup and the material used for phase 1.

Emergent feature (e.g.
sticky multimedia)
Speech recognition

Figure 3. Exploratory prototyping user feedback.
THE INTERESTED, THE FRUSTRATED, AND THE
SURPRISED IN EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPING

Experimental prototyping was used for enhancement of the
target application's specification and to test a proposed
solution for an identified problem [9]. Informed by phase 1,
the top rated features were used to design an operational
mid-fidelity wound documentation prototype for an
Android device. These features included: 1) summary of
previous charting, 2) wound measurements and photos, 3)
wound assessment items (e.g. exudate, odour, and pain), 4)
sticky multimedia, and 5) supply list. The prototype was an
Android application using Android’s speech recognition to
recognize voice commands for the capture of wound
measurements and wound photos (wearable wireless
camera) when the homecare nurses’ hands were occupied
(i.e. when providing direct wound care). The experimental
prototyping included 2 phases. During phase 2 a midfidelity prototype was refined into a high fidelity prototype
that was evaluated in phase 3.
Material and Method for Phases 2 and 3

Phases 2 and 3 also included functional selection,
construction, and evaluation; however, the sessions were
structured to finish within 10 minutes for a patient wound
care scenario and 30-40 minutes for an interview. The
patient wound care scenario was set with the help of clinical
experts. The sessions were carried out in local Canadian
community health units with HCN participants (total n=12,
phase 2=6, phase 3=6) different of those in phase 1. Prior to
the start of the session, each HCN was given a short
introduction to the prototype, and given a brief outline of
the tasks they would be asked to complete.
The scenario included five main tasks: 1) preparation and
review of patient history, 2) measuring and photographing
the wound with SRT, 3) documenting the local wound
assessment parameters, 4) using the sticky multimedia to
take information related to the patient’s medical status, and
5) finalizing the supply list based on the treatment plan.
Once the formal session began, the HCN was asked to
complete a task at each step of the scenario and use the
relevant prototype feature as they saw fit. Finally, we
conducted an interview and asked HCNs to complete a
questionnaire [12] related to perceptions of usefulness and
ease of use, as well task-technology fit [17]. A total of 12
questionnaires were given to HCNs, of which 11 were
completed and returned. The interviews lasted 30 to 40
minutes and were audio and video recorded. Three of the

rresearchers lateer transcribed, coded topicallly, and analyzed
thhematically th
he audio and video record
dings were. Th
he
ccoding was rev
viewed by the researchers
r
and
d team consensus
w
was achieved.
R
Reactions to th
he Mid-Fidelity Prototype

D
During phase 2, several themes of user reactions weere
aapparent throu
ughout. Thesee reactions in
ncluded intereest
toowards the dessign features, frustration
f
due to malfunction
ns,
aand surprise du
ue to success. Participant
P
resp
ponses highlig
ght
thhe impact the design had on
n the completiion of tasks an
nd
thhe care provid
ded for the paatient. Figure 4 illustrates th
he
ssetup and the material
m
used fo
or the phase 2 sessions.
s

workfllow, and decreease the time tto chart. Whilee searching
in auddio recordings might seem time consum
ming HCNs
preferrred to retain thhe option to rrecord longer rrecordings,
even th
though we offfered an optioon to limit reccordings to
shorterr time periodss (e.g. 20 secconds). They noted that
longer recording tim
me can be used when they need more
compreehensive wounnd assessmentss while they hhave gloves
on andd cannot type. They can usee the recordinggs to chart
later. A
Another positivve aspect exprressed by HCN
Ns was that
they feelt the use of audio recordinngs as sticky m
multimedia
encourrages them to sstructure their tthoughts betterr once they
hear baack what they rrecorded.
The Frrustrated

Figure 4. Mocck-up of the exp
perimental prottotyping session
n
((left), patient asssessments entrries (middle), pa
atient assessmen
nt
page (right).
(
T
The Interested

H
HCNs were hesitant,
h
but in
nterested in use
u of the miidffidelity prototy
ype. Specificallly their interestt was notable for
f
ffeatures that were less conven
ntional comparred to what they
uuse in their cu
urrent medical records system
m. For examplle,
oone HCN starteed to lay out a scenario in which
w
she wou
uld
bbe interested to
o use the sticky
y multimedia feature.
f
She saiid:
“
“During your conversationss with patien
nts you end up
u
fu
fumbling into…
…oh my gosh you
y have so many
m
supplies at
hhome, I don't have
h
to pack, etc., and then
n from the aud
dio
ssticky you willl have a wholle verbal diaryy of informatio
on
thhat you can picck through and
d decide from what
w
to keep an
nd
w
what to check.”
”
O
One of the HCN
Ns added that she would use the prototype in
itts current statee, and she thou
ught it would replace
r
paper for
f
hher, even if thee prototype did
d not synchron
nize the collected
innformation baack to the elecctronic medicall record system
m.
T
The sticky mu
ultimedia and speech recogn
nition seemed to
trrigger though
hts about the needs of th
he nurses whiile
pproviding caree for the patiients. The sense of interest,
ccuriosity, and anticipation
a
about these featu
ures indicate th
hat
itt resonated wiith the work and
a needs of the nurses. On
ne
H
HCN explained: “Speech reecognition is most useful for
f
hhand-free mea
asurement, oft
ften in difficu
ult positions in
ppeople’s homees and hard to record witthout spreadin
ng
ggerms or contaminating noteb
books.”
T
Though it app
peared that usse of speech recognition an
nd
ssticky multimeedia features would not bee appropriate in
eevery homecaree circumstancee, the HCNs’ reeactions indicaate
thhat there is greeat potential to
o increase flexiibility and fit th
he

The vvideo, audio, and writtenn comments contained
momennts of frustraation, confusioon, disappointtment, and
persev erance predom
minantly relaated to use of speech
recognnition for takinng a photo wiith the wearabble camera.
While the speech reecognition wass reasonably acccurate for
simplee voice comm
mands and measurement nuumbers, it
provedd less practicaal for the phasse 2 real-life simulation
sessionns. For examplle, one HCN atttempted to takke a wound
photo and record a wound measuurement five tiimes each,
and in all cases, wass unsuccessful. Either due too easier-tofix issuues such as cam
amera being offf, or other issuues such as
recognnition of “to” vvs. “two”. At thhe end of the session, she
explainned: “I oftenn have troublle with my oown voice
recognnition.”
Her reesponse suggeests previous unsuccessful encounters
with sppeech recognitiion were possiibly reinforcedd during the
phase 2 session. Exppectations of what speech rrecognition
can acccomplish in tthe context off homecare nursing were
temperred by previouus negative or uunsuccessful eexperiences
with sppeech recognittion. Ongoing unsuccessful encounters
with tthis type of technology ccould be an important
consid eration for reddesign in laterr stages. In paarticular, in
the usee of speech reccognition to reccognize voice commands
for takking wound phhotos, as this ffeature seemedd the most
challennging.
It alsoo should be nnoted that HC
CNs expressedd that the
wearabble camera cann be useful forr cases where use of the
phone camera is nott possible, how
wever in most cases they
would opt to use the phone caamera. That lleads to a
realizaation that futurre studies will have to focuss on either
redesiggning these feaatures, such as replacing thee wearable
cameraa with a phonee camera, or sttudying these ffeatures for
specifiic useful casess as noted by the nurses, for example,
woundds located in haard to access bbody parts or cavities that
need a wearable cam
mera next to a headlamp to takke photos.
The Su
urprised

While HCNs experieenced frustratioon and interest,, they were
also ppositively surpprised about prototype feaatures that
exceedded their expecctations. For exxample, after suuccessfully
compleeting the docuumenting wouund measurem
ments using
speechh recognition, oone HCN excllaimed, “oh coool! totally
workedd.” Later on, when creatingg a sticky mulltimedia to

sserve as a remin
nder, she noted
d: “mkay... (qu
uiet laugher) um
m,
I kind of forgott how to do thiis but we'll jusst try (laughing
g),
uum, ‘rememberr to contact thee vascular surg
geon for Mr. A?’
A
ooh! It worked, cool.”
c
S
Surprise as a reeaction can be viewed as an indicator
i
of ho
ow
w
well the featurees fit the origiinal aims and intentions
i
of th
he
ddesign. For insstance, the latteer quote suggeests that the usser
is unsure of ho
ow to complete the assigned
d task. Howeveer,
thhe surprised reaction
r
at succcessfully com
mpleting the taask
ssuggests that th
he design functtioned in the way
w it was meaant
too, especially in
n regards to ease of use. Th
hat is, the desig
gn
aallowed for th
he user to nav
vigate and complete the taask
inntuitively, ev
ven after forgetting the specific
s
featu
ure
rrequired. The HCNs
H
expresssed that the stiicky multimed
dia
aand the use of
o speech reco
ognition for capturing
c
woun
nd
m
measurements, would especiaally decrease the
t time to chaart
aand increase the accuracy, sin
nce the data aree being collected
aat the bedside when
w
they are assessing
a
the wound
w
and whiile
thheir hands are busy.
B
By the end of phase 2 three major refinem
ment cycles weere
ccarried out thaat involved thee patient assesssment page an
nd
thhe speech reco
ognition. The final version included mosttly
ffunctional featu
ures, however speech recogniition functionin
ng
rremained incon
nsistent.
R
Reactions to th
he High Fideliity Prototype

T
The feedback received
r
durin
ng phase 2 waas used to refin
ne
thhe mid-fidelity
y prototype in
nto a high fid
delity prototyp
pe.
T
The high fidelitty prototype diid not use the wearable
w
cameera
ssince the feedb
back received from phase 2 indicated thatt a
w
wearable cameera would be useful
u
only for specific casees.
T
The prototype has the same 5 primary com
mponents simillar
too phase 2. However, these features were modified
aaccording to th
he same experimental protottyping principlles
too reflect feedb
back received from phase 2.
2 This included
bbetter function
ning speech recognition,
r
fu
ully functionin
ng
w
wound photo capture,
c
directt access to stiicky multimed
dia
ffrom the main page,
p
as well as
a completing the
t functions an
nd
innterfaces of the supply list an
nd the patient assessment
a
pag
ge.
T
The HCNs also
o were given a disposable plastic bag that was
w
thhe same size of the phone. This was to address
a
concerrns
eexpressed in phase
p
2 aboutt spread of germs
g
from on
ne
ppatient’s home to another. Some of these feaatures are show
wn
inn figure 5.
P
Predominantly similar to the previous phasse in phase 3 we
w
cconducted furth
her experimen
ntal prototyping
g sessions usin
ng
thhe high fidelitty prototype. A total of 6 HC
CNs participated
inn this phase. Each HCN paarticipated in one
o session th
hat
w
was approximaately 40 minutees in length. Du
uring the sessio
on
thhe HCNs weree asked to prov
vide wound carre for a fictitious
ppatient in a hom
me visit, whilee using SuperN
Nurse. The sam
me
ppatient scenario
o from phase 2 was used in phase 3. The on
nly
ddifference wass that a mediccal mannequin
n with a chron
nic
w
wound on the buttocks area (figure 5) waas used to bettter
ssimulate the reaal-life situation
n of a home vissit for the HCN
Ns.
T
The first portio
on of the sessio
on was dedicatted to the patieent

scenariio for 10 minuutes, and the reest was for thee interview.
Duringg the interview
w questions aboout usefulness aand ease of
use weere asked to iddentify which ffeatures the HC
CNs found
most eeasy to use or uuseful. A quesstionnaire also was given
to HC
CNs which inccluded items oof TAM [12] and tasktechnoology fit [17].

Figuree 5. Wound cleaaning (left), pattient assessmentt (middle),
patient assessment enttries (right).
The intterested

The higgh fidelity proototype further elicited interest from the
HCNs to envision hoow they would use the prototyype in their
daily hhome visit rouutines. This lead to identiffying other
modes of interactionn and workflow
ws not discoveered during
phase 22. For instancee, one HCN deescribed how sshe thought
the proototype wouldd be used and said: “I wouldd take one
glove ooff!”
Then she put the pphone betweenn her stomach and her
forearm
m of the glovved hand and started typingg with the
unglovved hand. She took a photoo by holding tthe camera
betweeen the ungloved hand and herr wrist on the oother hand.
She prressed to captuure the photos by her unglovved thumb.
This aallows the nurrses to multittask. They cann use one
glovedd hand to carry out tasks that require sterile hands, and
use thee other hand in combinatioon with other bbody parts
(e.g. oother forearm, stomach) to ccollect patient data. This
can innform new dessigns that suppport this workkflow. For
exampple, one HCN nnoted: “What I would like too probably
do is to be ablee to touch ggoal of care and say
“mainttenance”, andd touch wound bed and say “
“70 percent
blah annd 30 percent blah”, so I woouldn't have too say “goal
of caree”.”
This m
means HCNs caan use one hannd to point to ttheir target
data enntry field and vverbalize the vaalue, which is easier than
havingg to verbalize tthe data entry field name annd then the
value aas well. This w
will save timee and reduce thhe chances
for inccorrect data enntry by speechh recognition. As for the
values,, HCNs noted that minor miistakes can bee negligible
since th
they can review
w the data entrry later and corrrect minor
mistakkes. For exam
mple, “to” insteead of “two”,, or “buy”
insteadd of “by”. Onne HCN explaained: “When it (speech
recognnition) writes ddown the item iif it's close enoough it will
triggerr me to what it was.”
Overalll, HCNs agreeed that the proototype would save them
time annd make their job easier. Onne HCN even w
went as far
as sayiing the follow
wing in regards to time savinng: “I think

Researcher: what if it was on the side of your sterile tray?
HCN: You could do that, but then you're contaminating the
tray with your phone.”
In addition to these reactions it is expected that some users
will resist adoption and use of new technology, or as one
HCN put it: “I wouldn't be so keen on using a new piece of
technology.” This was in response to a question about
whether if she would use the prototype in her real-life
wound care practice. Her perspective was that HCNs
already use several healthcare information systems, and
more technology means more work that is not providing
care for the patients. This has been true according to
literature [7], as well the ethnographic observations made
during this research. Other HCNs felt differently and agreed
that they would use the prototype during their real-life
wound care practice if provided to them, even if it is not
part of their mandated workflow. This is discussed in the
next section.
The Surprised

The surprised reaction in phase 3 were much more common
in reaction to the sticky multimedia feature. The
overwhelming feeling of the HCNs was that the sticky
multimedia can save them a substantial amount of time and
it allows flexibility to collect patient data that they need
even if those data are not supported by the current
electronic medical record systems. At the end of one of the
sessions a HCN explained: “I would do everything with
voice! I would just go to speech (sticky audio) and describe

Mid and High Fidelity Prototype Evaluation

The audio and video recordings from phase 2 and 3 were
topically coded by 3 researchers. The topical codes were
adopted from the literature to identify usefulness and ease
of use issues [12]. The coding was reviewed by the
researchers to achieve team consensus. Figure 6 shows the
results of the data analysis. Additional concepts compared
to figure 3 are visibility of changes in patient information
(status visibility) [19], and inclusion of all relevant and
applicable information (completeness) [20].
40
30
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0

Summary page
Wound Assessment
page
Supply list
Completeness

As a solution, HCNs suggested that to reduce the amount of
unnecessary time spent at the patients’ bedside they can
collect some basic data at the bedside and complete their
data entries right after they leave the patients’ homes, or in
their car before they drive to the next patient. Another point
of concern for nurses was keeping the sterile areas of their
work clean and preventing spread of bacteria or viruses
from one patient’s home to another. During the patient
scenario one HCN noted: “I don't want to put it (the phone)
down on anything, because you don't know what you're
putting down on.

The concept of “little bit of everything” refers to the
flexibility that the HCNs perceive in the sticky multimedia
feature. However, this also extended to the speech
recognition feature. When asked what the prototype’s most
useful feature is, one HCNs answered: “Uh, I think the
voice recognition. To be able to use that is fantastic. Just
the ease of using that rather than having to write it
down…It's like a voice recognition notepad…that's a big
selling feature for me.”

Status
visibility

The level of frustration observed during phase 3 decreased
compared to phase 2. The primary concern of HCNs was
how much time they might have to spend at the patient
bedside when collecting patients’ information. Especially in
cases when the technology does not work properly. HCNs
expressed concern that it is important that the prototype will
function properly at the patients’ bedside. One HCN noted:
“You don't want to spent too much time in there (patient’s
home) because a lot of wounds will be such that the patient
is lying there, and they’ve got to lay there while you finish
doing all this sort of stuff.”

Another HCN noted the following: “The sticky multimedia,
I think that's the main thing, it does a little bit of
everything!”

View
structure

The Frustrated

the wound, describe what I need to bring in next time, and
everything will be there when I come back to the office.”

Timeliness

[it would save time] more than half, maybe initially not
that, but once you get the hang of it and you get good at it,
then it will be very fast.”

Sticky multimedia
Speech recognition

Figure 6. Experimental prototyping user feedback

The experimental prototyping user feedback shown in
figure 6 indicates that compared to the exploratory
prototyping phase accuracy and flexibility to fit workflow
received much less feedback. This can be explained by the
perception of the HCNs towards the sticky multimedia, as
well the supply list and the wound assessment page. As
noted in the previous section the nurses felt very strongly
about how the sticky multimedia fits into their workflow.
All three features also were identified by the nurses as
having a very positive impact on the accuracy of their job.
The nurses indicated that they are able to use the wound
assessment page and the supply list to keep the patient’s
record up to date, while using the sticky multimedia to
collect any complementary data that they need.
The larger number of instances coded in phases 2 and 3 is
expected since the HCNs were using a functioning
prototype. Furthermore, wound assessment required more
time during the patient scenarios, which impacts issues
related to the wound assessment page and the speech

recognition active during wound patient assessment. Given
this fact, compared to figure 3, the speech recognition
received better user feedback. The wound assessment page
elicited more feedback related to timeliness. The primary
cause for this was that HCNs felt that other forms of input
instead of typing can save them even more time. That can
include dropdown menus, or radio buttons. However, a
drawback is that HCNs will be limited to the options
available in the application. The best solution can be a
hybrid solution that affords free-text as well quick entry.
The view structure issues discussed related to the wound
assessment page were mostly focused at level of familiarity
with the Android interface elements used in that page.
Given higher complexity and the number of interface
elements in the wound assessment page more user feedback
is expected. Another comparison with figure 3 indicates
that while the supply list issues related timeliness have been
addressed, at times changes in the supply list items are not
clear. This is caused by different interpretations of what
supply items are already in stock and which ones are
required. To further evaluate the usefulness, ease of use,
and task-technology fit the questionnaires given to HCNs
were analyzed using descriptive statistics. The
questionnaires were in a 7 point Likert scale. Score 7 was
assigned to, extremely likely, and score 1 to, extremely
unlikely. The results are shown in table 3. i.e., smaller
scores show higher satisfaction.

timeliness issues, as discussed earlier in this section. The
ease of use scores indicate that even though HCNs
experienced issues related to view structure and status
visibility during the prototyping sessions, they ultimately
perceived the SuperNurse easy to use. Similarly, the tasktechnology fit scores indicate that HCNs perceive
SuperNurse as a fit into their workflow.

Usefulness
It saves time
It increases productivity.
It enhances effectiveness
It makes job easier
It is useful to job
Ease of use
It is easy to learn
It is easy to complete tasks
It is clear and understandable
It is flexible to interact with.
It is easy to acquire skills
It is easy to use
Task-Technology Fit
It is wise
It is beneficial
It is valuable
It makes me feel happy
It makes me feel positive
It makes me feel good
I intend to use it
I predict I would use it

CONCLUSION

Mean (sd)
4.91 (1.87)
4.73 (1.85)
4.82 (1.83)
5.09 (1.64)
5.36 (1.43)
5.91 (0.94)
5.55 (1.21)
5.82 (0.75)
5.45 (1.04)
5.82 (1.17)
5.73 (1.01)
5.09 (1.64)
5.73 (1.56)
5.18 (1.83)
5.27 (1.1)
5.27 (1.01)
5.45 (1.21)
5.55 (1.04)
5.73 (0.79)

Table 3. Results of the experimental prototyping survey

The questionnaire responses are aligned with the HCNs’
reactions and the results of the data analysis from the
prototyping sessions. The positive scores given to
usefulness, ease of use, and task-technology fit items
indicates higher intention to adopt the prototype [12,17].
The scores given to usefulness items are likely affected by

DISCUSSION

The evidence presented here indicates that workarounds are
common in HCNs’ work, which may be true for similar
nomadic work environments in healthcare. Furthermore,
this study shows that pervasive technologies can be
designed to support workarounds. As pervasive
technologies become more prevalent in healthcare,
interactive system designers should expect and account for
creation and use of workarounds by end-users. However,
they should be cautious to not treat workarounds as user
errors or mistakes. In fact, during this study we found
workarounds to be instrumental to the delivery of care.
Workarounds revealed the needs of HCNs in regards to key
aspects of usefulness and ease of use, such as timeliness
and flexibility to fit workflow. The end result of the design
informed by workarounds was a mobile wound
documentation application that does not document all and
every patient data that the electronic medical record might
require, but it rather supports timely and flexible collection
of patient data, and note-taking for nomadic workers.
HCNs are the primary care providers for patients with
chronic wounds. However, their problem solving
behaviours are understudied as a form of end-user feedback
in the design of HIT. This study used identified themes of
workarounds as a source of feedback in the design of
SuperNurse. The designs were evaluated and refined in 3
phases, in which the reactions of interest and curiosity were
essential in further refining the sticky multimedia and
speech recognition. The nurses were interested and curious
about designs aligned with their workarounds, such as
sticky multimedia, which offered flexibility and fit to
workflow, and speech recognition which supported accurate
documentation. The nurses were frustrated when a feature,
such as malfunction of speech recognition or wearable
cameras, created a barrier to their work which indicated
circumstances that challenge usefulness, ease of use, and
task-technology fit. Positively surprised reactions in cases
of success for speech recognition and sticky multimedia
indicated improvements in usefulness and ease of use.
Identification of workarounds and using them to inform
design as a new approach resulted in innovative technology
that fit the circumstances of HCNs’ work, and the
evaluation of it in experimental prototyping showed that the
design informed by HCNs workarounds addresses key
aspects of technology acceptance.
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